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Civil Service procurement - strengthening commercial skills 
 

A Hub and Spoke approach with a one-stop-shop recruitment arm 
 
This paper sets out the views of The Infrastructure Forum’s Commissioning and Procurement 
working group on the need for enhanced commercial capability within Government. It 
recommends a hub and spoke approach which establishes a lean central resource, challenges and 
targets Departments to up skill with commercial talent, and sets up a one-stop-shop recruitment 
arm which could be outsourced to private sector experts.  
 
Introduction  
 
There is a broad consensus in Government, Parliament and the business community that to deliver 
more effectively the infrastructure necessary for UK economy to thrive, there needs to be a 
transformation in some core skills of the civil service. A lot of good work and good initiatives have 
been undertaken in recent years, from the Cabinet Office's 5 year plan to the creation of the Crown 
Commercial Service, the commercial cadre in IUK and the Commissioning Academy - and many 
more. In addition there are some first class units within the government service, not least the 
excellent Shareholder Executive and the promising Green Investment Bank. However, our enquiry 
found that while all the steps were of themselves welcome, they did not provide the root and 
branch reform of the system that would make commercial expertise an integral part of the central 
government skills base, as valued and demanding as policy and diplomatic expertise. We believe that 
commissioning and procurement of services and the management of contracts will be at the heart of 
much that Government does in this century, and that the skills base of central government must 
reflect this.  
 

Our concerns have been reflected by the NAO, which found as recently as September 2014 in a 
report that examined the Government’s record on contract management, that although steps 
were being taken in the right direction, there were long-standing problems with Government 
contract management that stemmed from “underlying causes [that] go beyond poor 
administration and lapsed awareness”, with the NAO suggesting that they were symbolic of the 
“permanent disadvantage” Government had vis-à-vis the private sector with regard to 
commercial capability.  
 
We are confident that this can and must change. We propose:  
 

i. A central hub, probably within Cabinet Office (but could equally be Treasury) to pull together 
expertise, challenge and monitor departmental growth of commercial skill, and serve as the 
portal for recruitment.  

ii. Departmental/ specialists cadres, with their own and seconded expertise procuring and 
managing contractual relationships at departmental level and accountable to the relevant 
Secretary of State. This structure is similar to that of the Legal Service and Economic Service.  

 
The commercial hub would not take decisions for Departments nor centralise procurement. It would 
instead have responsibility for ensuring that Departments had an appropriate degree of commercial 
skill to manage effectively their responsibilities. Primarily this would be facilitated through the 
secondment of commercial experts into the departments for either a fixed term or on a project 
basis. The hub could also be tasked with setting standards and monitoring progress.  
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Our paper details this proposal. The most important points to note are that:  
 

 The commercial stream should, as other streams, be based on fair and open recruitment, be 
rigorous and demanding;  

 Personnel would work within Departments, be trained and developed, rewarded and 
promoted accordingly;  

 Secondments and mixed-economy expertise should become a norm.  
 
Behavioural and attitudinal change  
 

 As important as recruitment and structures is behavioural and attitudinal reform. 
Commissioning, procurement and managing of contracts should all be seen as challenging 
and important roles within Whitehall. Officials must be expert, and must be kept in posts 
and on projects for significant periods of time. Continuity within senior officials has to be 
valued and knowledge and expertise nurtured and allowed to mature.  

 
We want to see a cadre of people in Whitehall who are developing and passing on institutional 

knowledge and expertise in commercial activity that is as good as anything to be found in the private 

sector and internationally. There are many different ways of designing the model. Our group was 

clear, however, that it had to be fit for its purpose, which was to bring about a deep and thorough 

transformation and embed core commercial skills within the civil service. 
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